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Abstract
This paper introduces a new model of deformable surfaces designed for animation, which we call active implicit surfaces. The underlying idea is to animate a potential field defined by discrete values stored in a grid, rather than directly animating a surface. This surface, defined as an iso-potential of the field, has the ability to follow a given object using a snake-like strategy. Surface tension and other characteristics such as constant surface area or constant volume may be added to this model. The implicit formulation allows the surface to easily experience topology changes during simulation. We present an optimized implementation: computations are restricted to a close neighborhood around the surface. Applications range from the coating of deformable materials simulated by particle systems (the surface hides the granularity of the underlying model) to the generation of metamorphosis between shapes that may not have the same topology.

1 Introduction
Implicit surfaces have been progressively used in modeling and animation during the past decade. Their advantages for modeling purposes are numerous, from ease of use to compact storage or blending properties. Their use in physically based animation is also interesting \cite{1} since they efficiently handle collision detection and topology changes with their volumetric representation (V-rep).

Physics-based particle systems provide a typical example of the capabilities of implicit surfaces. As they are discrete, particles are not sufficient to render a deformable body, but they can be “coated” with an implicit surface that will be used for display \cite{13, 19, 20}. This is done by associating a field contribution, or potential, with each particle, and then defining the body’s surface as an iso-surface for the sum of these fields. In this way, the object has a well-defined volume, and its shape is controlled by (and only by) the positions of the particles. A further improvement is to use this coating to detect collisions, to model precise contacts, and to provide other advantages such as the preservation of volume during the animation \cite{9, 5}. The particles are then really “fleshed” with the implicit layer, which is no longer used solely for visualization.

Nevertheless, this use of implicit surfaces as a purely geometric coating (as directly defined from particle positions) is often insufficient. Indeed, the surface of a deformable body should exhibit specific properties such as surface tension. Moreover, a new trend in animation is to use levels of detail to optimize computations \cite{3}. If such an internal physics-based model suddenly changes, so will a purely geometric coating. This popping artefact, betraying the internal model, can be avoided if an active surface is defined.

This paper presents an active surface model, based on an implicit formulation in order to allow any topological changes and fast inside/outside detection. Similarly
to snakes in vision, the surface (or skin) can track a target and/or exhibit surface tension under its own inertia. A discrete formulation allows the model to be efficient both in motion and display computations. This active coating may have different applications, providing a more complex behavior than conventional implicit surfaces while keeping all of their advantages.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly presents previous approaches for deformable surfaces in computer graphics. We present our active implicit surface model in Section 3, while Section 4 details the implementation. We propose extensions of this model in Section 5, before showing applications to the coating of particle systems and to metamorphoses in Section 6. We conclude in Section 7.

2 Background on active surfaces
In this section, we briefly review the two main approaches for the animation of a deformable surface with physical properties.

2.1 Lagrangian approach
A first method to simulate a surface is to discretize it into a set of finite mass elements, in a Lagrangian approach. Various physics-based methods, such as mass-spring networks or particle systems, can be used to compute its evolution over time [18, 11, 21]. The main problem with these techniques appears when the surface deforms significantly: discretization points may be lacking in some regions of the surface. As a consequence, topology changes such as separations or fusions are difficult to handle. Fixed lattices of mass elements indeed need delicate updating stages when a separation occurs, whereas particles systems, easily adapting to those changes [24], do not provide the interactive polygonization that is needed for display.

2.2 Eulerian approach
Rather than discretizing matter and following the evolution of each mass element, the Eulerian approach consists of partitioning space into a fixed grid that encodes the presence of matter. Motion is produced when some amount of matter moves from one grid node to another. While this technique is particularly suited to simulation of fluid transport [6, 7], it has not been used, to our knowledge, for surface animation. Yet using a fixed grid offers a relevant property: discretization node relationships are automatically known, so that each grid node can access its six neighbors instantly at any time with no need for compute-intensive updates. This property, making the approach robust to topology changes, seems attractive, especially if we combine it with implicit surfaces.

3 Active Implicit Surfaces
In this section, we present our method for developing an active implicit surface with a Eulerian-type approach.

3.1 Introduction of an evolving potential
The formal definition of an evolving implicit surface $S(t)$ requires the use of an evolving potential $f$:

$$S(t) = \{ X \in \mathbb{R}^3 / f(X, t) = 0 \}$$ (1)

In the remainder of this paper, we adopt the following conventions: we define the interior of an implicit object as the part where the potential $f$ takes its positive values. We also define the normals of an object as being directed outward. Thus, the normal vector is: $n = -\nabla f / |\nabla f|.$

3.2 Discrete potential
In the spirit of Eulerian approaches, we can think of using a discrete potential, with values stored on a regular grid. Contrary to most of the implicit surfaces used in modeling and animation, the potential has no analytic formulation, just sampled values. A continuous potential can be constructed from it through tri-linear interpolation for instance.

This discrete formulation offers several advantages. First, the evaluation cost of the potential of a point in space can be performed in constant time, independently of the surface complexity, via a basic interpolation of the closest values. Secondly, finding sample points on the resulting surface is quite straightforward compared to general implicit surfaces: Since we have at hand a grid of potential values, a simple spatial partitioning method (also called Marching Cubes) [25, 10] can be used. We choose a tri-linear interpolation between potential values so that the null potential between two adjacent grid nodes of opposite values can be found in a simple linear interpolation, without any need for compute-intensive root-finding methods. Moreover, such a sampling method provides a trivial polygonization of the surface from the obtained sample points. Lastly, a further advantage given by this discrete potential is local control of the surface. Indeed, we can act on a single potential value to affect the surface slightly and locally, without making the formulation more complicated.

3.3 Differential equation of the potential
As the evolving potential characterizes a moving isosurface, it follows a simple differential equation. Assuming that the path of a point $X(t)$ during the evolution of the surface satisfies $f(X(t), t) = 0$ for any time $t$, it yields:

$$\frac{df}{dt}(X(t), t) = \frac{\partial f}{\partial t}(X(t), t) + \nabla f(X(t), t) \cdot \frac{dX(t)}{dt} = 0$$ (2)
A way to animate the implicit surface \( S(t) \) is then to define a velocity field, the only unknown quantity in the equation, and integrate Equ. (2) over time. This technique has already been used for interactive sampling purposes [24], as well as for texture animation [17] and computer vision [12, 23].

Controlling the evolution of the surface thus consists in defining at each surface point an instantaneous motion speed. Through integration of Equ. (2), potential values are modified so that the surface experiences the desired motion. This indirect control of the surface motion via the potential allows us to deform the surface while maintaining the implicit formulation.

### 3.4 Making the implicit surface active

To finally give “life” to the surface, we only need to define a velocity field that will impose a behavior to the surface. We call this definition motion strategy.

**Tracking another iso-surface**

The implicit skin should be designed to cover an internal physics-based model such as a particle system. Using a purely geometric implicit surface as in [2], that naturally defines a boundary between the inside and the outside, is not sufficient in the general case since it cannot simulate surface tension and may also give rise to visible temporal discontinuities if the internal model switches between different levels of detail [3].

However, the geometric coating can be used as a target: the skin will always be attracted by this boundary. In this way, we get around the problem of purely geometric surfaces by simulating a deformable surface tending towards a given surface. The corresponding motion strategy can be simply written as follows:

\[
\frac{d\mathbf{X}_{\text{target}}}{dt}(t) = \alpha (G_{\text{target}}(\mathbf{X}) - \text{iso}) \mathbf{n}(\mathbf{X}),
\]

where \( \alpha \) is a scalar, \( G_{\text{target}} \) the potential corresponding to the target surface, and \( \text{iso} \) the chosen isopotential for \( G_{\text{target}} \). It intuitively means that the skin will locally inflate if inside the object, and deflate if outside, so that the skin will always try to fit the boundary. This strategy is closely related with balloon snakes in computer vision [4].

**Adding surface tension**

Modifying the strategy can confer surface tension to the skin. Analogously to an elastic skin under tension, surface tension is mimicking with a penalty term to minimize curvature. The strategy can then be written:

\[
\frac{d\mathbf{X}}{dt}(t) = \frac{d\mathbf{X}_{\text{target}}(t)}{dt} + \frac{d\mathbf{X}_{\text{tension}}}{dt}(t) = \alpha (G_{\text{target}}(\mathbf{X}) - \text{iso}) \mathbf{n}(\mathbf{X}) + \beta \kappa(\mathbf{X}) \mathbf{n}(\mathbf{X}) = [\alpha (G_{\text{target}}(\mathbf{X}) - \text{iso}) + \beta \kappa(\mathbf{X})] \mathbf{n}(\mathbf{X})
\]

where \( \kappa \) is the mean curvature, and \( \beta \) a coefficient allowing us to tune the weight of surface tension. With this last equation, we constrain the skin to follow an iso-surface while minimizing curvature at each point. It thus tends to converge to a smoothened version of the target surface.

The motion strategy we defined is valid for any potential \( G_{\text{target}} \), although its complexity will affect the cost of the simulation. \( G_{\text{target}} \) does not even have to be \( C^1 \), since the skin will be smoothed by surface tension. As the target may also be moving, we should formally write \( G_{\text{target}}(\mathbf{X}, t) \); but we omit the time dependency whenever possible for clarity.

### 4 Implementation

Once the main ideas have been set up, we must choose the implementation carefully in order to offer good performances. A complete and precise mathematical framework for implementing Hamilton-Jacobi differential equations such as Equ. (2) can be found in [16]; while this theory is now well elaborated, we have developed another approach that offers a fast solution to this problem.

To alleviate computation, we propose a number of simplifications that will result in an optimized implementation of our general approach.

#### 4.1 Simplifications

A skin being only a surface, it seems logical to restrict the discrete potential to a nearby area around the current surface.

**Close neighborhood**

As Velho and Gomes pointed out in [22], the fundamental characteristics of a potential are its variations around the
implicit surface it defines. Outside of this close neighborhood (or enveloping volume) of its surface, potential values have no influence on the surface itself.

In our case, where the potential is discrete, this neighborhood represents a set of nodes of the grid all around the surface (see Fig. 1). The information stored in these nodes allows us to deduce the potential gradient on the surface with finite differences. It then appears that integrating the variations of \( f \) over time on the whole grid is not necessary: we just have to propagate a front with a width of a few voxels to have at hand only the information strictly necessary to the evolution of the surface.

![Figure 1: Close neighborhood of a surface ( \( f = 0 \)).](image)

Restricting computations to a close neighborhood of the surface will accelerate both the motion and polygonization calculations. The theoretical algorithmic cost for the global animation of the surface turns out to be proportional to the covered area, resulting in a mean complexity in \( O(n^2) \) for a grid of size \( n \times n \times n \).

### Thresholding the inside and the outside

Regions out of the surface neighborhood are not relevant for the surface motion. Nevertheless, we must keep track of whether they are inside or outside the skin, for collision detection purposes. We then threshold the potential as suggested in [23]: every node of a potential value greater than 1 is thresholded at 1 and in turn, considered as interior. Reciprocally, every node of value less than -1 is thresholded at -1 and considered as being outside of the skin. The choice of the threshold value is arbitrary: any other value would have changed the scale of the discrete potential, but not the surface.

#### 4.2 Data structures

**Coding the potential and the surface neighborhood**

The potential being a set of discrete values on a 3D grid, we store these data in a \( n \times n \times n \) array, where \( n \) is chosen according to the desired sharpness of the polygonization. Observe that for each node, we can access to its six neighbors in constant time.

In order to quickly access relevant nodes, which are those lying in the neighborhood of the current surface, we employ a simple linked list, where each element points to a corresponding node in the potential grid.

A run-length encoding data structure may also be feasible, which would reduce the data memory size while keeping the same efficiency.

### 4.3 Reliable integration

The motion strategy defined in section 3.4 is valid only for points on the skin surface. But the integration must take place at all the grid nodes in a neighborhood around the surface: therefore, we must extend the velocity field notion.

#### Oscillation with naive integration

A naive integration of Equ. (2) on all the nodes close to the surface gives rise to inevitable oscillations. The velocity \( \frac{dX}{dt} \) is actually zero only when the node \( X \) is right on the target surface, which is a quite rare case. Thus in general, the skin will never come to a rest state, keeping on oscillating around the target. The reason is that both the differential equation and the velocity field are formulated only for surface points.

To solve this difficulty, it seems judicious to extend the motion strategy at each grid node according to the closest point on the surface. In this way, if the skin passes right on the target iso-surface, the neighboring grid nodes will be assigned a zero speed. It all comes down to move the neighboring isopotentials at the same speed that the iso-surface, as depicted on Fig. 2: it is exactly the prescribed method of Malladi in vision [12], which was not used in practice as it raised a new problem. How indeed can we find the closest surface point rapidly?

![Figure 2: Use of the closest point (after [MSV95]).](image)

#### Evaluation of the target potential on polygonal mesh

Instead of finding the projection \( \tilde{X} \) of a grid node \( X \) on the current surface, we propose to approximate \( G_{\text{target}}(\tilde{X}) \) using local considerations. During the previous polygonization of the skin, if some voxels around the grid node \( X \) were intersecting the surface, a set of \( p \) points \( \{P_i\} \) on the current surface have been determined through linear interpolations (see Fig. 3). We then replace the evaluation of \( G_{\text{target}}(\tilde{X}) \) by:

\[
\frac{1}{p} \sum_{i=1}^{p} G_{\text{target}}(P_i).
\]
This approximation can easily be implemented, but requires up to six target potential evaluations for each grid node. By stamping already computed potential values, we avoid redundant computations and the whole process only requires as many target potential evaluations as the current number of sampling points available for the skin. In the case where a node has no sampling point in its immediate neighborhood, we just evaluate $G_{target}(X)$ without giving rise to problems: the grid node is “far” enough from the surface for that approximation to be valid.

![Figure 3: Shifted evaluation using available sample points](image)

With this evaluation process, the algorithm appears to be reliable without the need of artificial viscosity. The potential evaluation, shifted from a grid node to nearby sample points on the current polygonal mesh, introduces a filtering that is sufficient for our needs.

**Surface tension handling**

To include surface tension to our motion strategy as explained in section 3.4, we must first express the local mean curvature of the skin. Its surface being defined implicitly, the expression for the mean curvature becomes:

$$
\kappa(X) = \text{div} \left( \frac{\nabla f(X)}{|\nabla f(X)|} \right)
= \text{div} \left( -\frac{\nabla f(X)}{|\nabla f(X)|^2} \right)
= -\left( f_x^2 (f_{yy} + f_{zz}) + f_y^2 (f_{xx} + f_{zz}) \right) + f_z^2 (f_{xx} + f_{yy}) - 2 f_x f_y f_{xy} - 2 f_y f_z f_{yz} - 2 f_x f_z f_{xz} / (f_x^2 + f_y^2 + f_z^2)^{3/2}
$$

(5)

where $f_x, f_{xy}, f_{xx}, \ldots$ represent partial derivatives approximated at $X$ with finite differences.

Once these mean curvatures have been computed for all grid nodes in the neighborhood of the surface, we can add to the previous evaluation the surface tension term $\beta \kappa(X)$ for each grid node. A more sophisticated approximation appeared unnecessary, contrary to the advective term as already reported in [16].

**4.4 A quick note on normals**

Slight shading artifacts, resembling a bump mapping effect, can arise if no surface tension is set. Indeed, even if the polygonization is adequate, the normals of the skin are computed by linear interpolation [10] between finite differences approximations: small errors are inevitable. To get rid of the problem, we can think of a post-process for smoothing. But a small amount of surface tension proves to result in the same effect: it smooths out the normals and the surface appears correct.

**4.5 Updating the surface neighborhood**

We must cope with the dynamic update of the nodes supposed to be in the current neighborhood of the surface. That is to say, we must find out when a grid node must be added to the linked list of neighboring nodes, or, conversely, when a node must be removed from it.

A node must be “awakened” when the surface comes to a close neighborhood of one of its neighbors. An easy implementation can then be done during the evaluation of the velocity $dX/dt$ of a node: if the surface goes through one of the adjacent voxels, we check that each neighbor node is already active, and we wake up those which are not. In this way, nodes are available just in time as the surface propagates.

As for deletion, it can take place during the thresholding stage: as soon as a potential value drops below -1 or goes above 1, the corresponding node is both thresholded and removed from the linked list. We can also remove nodes too far away from the surface, as being no longer relevant: it allows us to maintain only a small number of nodes around the surface whatever the slope of the target potential. With these easy tests, the linked list remains up to date at a low processing cost.

**4.6 Global algorithm**

The global algorithm can be implemented in two passes: we evaluate the velocities of each node in the linked list, and then update them all. The following pseudo-code sums up the process:

At each time step $dt$,

- For all points $X$ of the grid stored in the linked list
  - Calculate $\nabla f(X,t)$ with finite differences.
  - Evaluate $\frac{\partial X}{\partial t}(X,t)$ as explained in sections 4.3 and 3.4.
  - Deduce $f(X,t) = -\nabla f(X,t) \cdot \frac{\partial X}{\partial t}$
  - For the same points $X$:
    - Update the potential values: $f(X,t+dt) = f(X,t) + \frac{\partial f}{\partial t}(X,t)dt$
    - Visualize the surface by polygonizing modified voxels.

**4.7 Time stepping**

The last point to mention is the time stepping required to ensure a stable and precise integration.
Without surface tension
The differential equation (2) is purely hyperbolic when the surface tension coefficient $\beta$ is zero. The adequate time step must follow the Courant-Friedrichs-Levy criterion [14], written in our case as:

$$\frac{d t}{\Delta x} \leq \frac{\Delta x}{V} \quad (6)$$

where $\Delta x$ represents the size of spatial discretization, and $V = \max ||\nabla f(X)||$ is the nodes’ current maximal velocity. This criterion is typically analogous to the Shannon theorem, as it stipulates a time step inversely proportional to the maximal speed.

We can observe here that this criterion also guarantees a displacement smaller than the size of a grid voxel, ensuring that our algorithm will be robust as the surface will not pass over a node in a time step.

With surface tension
The introduction of a surface tension, involving a curvature term, changes the nature of the differential equation [16]: A parabolic contribution is added. We have chosen the time step as follows:

$$\frac{d t}{\Delta x^2} \leq \frac{\Delta x^2}{2D}$$

where $D = \beta \max ||\nabla f(X)||$ is the diffusion due to surface tension.

Finally, we use the following time step in our implementation:

$$\frac{d t}{\min\left(\frac{\Delta x}{V}, \frac{\Delta x^2}{2D}\right)} \quad (7)$$

5 Properties extensions
The basic model being defined, we can extend the strategy of the active skin model in order to add further properties, such as area or volume preservation.

5.1 Controlling the surface area
During polygonization, we can sum the area of each triangle generated to obtain the global area of the surface. From this approximation $A(t)$, we are able to define another penalty strategy to ensure an approximate area preservation. This can be done by adding the penalty term:

$$\frac{dX_{area}}{dt}(t) = \gamma \frac{(A_0 - A(t))}{A_0} n(X)$$

The skin will thus globally inflate or deflate to keep its surface area at the given value $A_0$.

5.2 Controlling the inner volume
Similarly, the total volume can be updated at each polygonization. Then, the penalty term that will result in a global volume control can be written:

$$\frac{dX_{volume}}{dt}(t) = \gamma \frac{(V_0 - V(t))}{V_0} n(X).$$

It is interesting to observe here that our balloon strategy for the volume control is justified a posteriori. Indeed, it has been proved [15] that the gradient of the incompressibility constraint of a meshed object at one of its vertices is directed along the normal to the mesh. Thus, a displacement along the normal of the skin is optimal to control volume.

6 Results
The implicit active surface has been originally designed for visualizing physics-based particle systems, but may also be used for very different applications such as computing metamorphosis between shapes of various topology.

6.1 Skin over particles
Our surface model has been used as an active coating for particle system animation. The target iso-surface is directly defined from field contributions associated with the particles. The surface is animated in order to follow the surface evolving while simulating surface tension, which hides the granularity of the underlying model. Since the amount of surface tension is tunable, different renderings of a given particle animation can be generated (see Fig. 4(g-i), where an excessive surface tension was used without controlling the inner volume). Since particle systems can lead to separation and fusion, the implicit formulation of the skin is critical.

For this test (Fig. 4), there is no retroaction from skin to particles — the skin is not used to detect collisions with obstacles.

6.2 Automatic metamorphosis
Another direct application of the technique described through this paper is the automatic metamorphosis between any shapes. Indeed, if the surface is initialized to a given shape, it will smoothly and autonomously turn into the target shape we have chosen.

The specificity of such a method compared to conventional morphing between, for instance, implicit objects defined by skeletons [8], is that there is no need for specifying a correspondence between parts of the implicit body. The surface turns from one shape to the other one...
without any pre-processing time. This is its main drawback too: the user cannot specify a given way to morph between the two shapes.

Fig. 5 shows a metamorphosis without change of topology. The initial object is a warped implicit surface generated by a segment-skeleton, while the target object is analytic. The parameters we use are $\alpha = 2.0$, $\beta = 0.01$, and the discrete potential is stored on a $50 \times 50 \times 50$ grid to obtain a detailed representation. The average computation time between two frames is less than two seconds on an Indy R4600 SGI.

The second example takes advantage of the ease of dealing with topology changes. We morph, as depicted in Fig. 6, a six point-skeleton implicit surface into two disconnected spheres. Observe that four lobes deflate while the other two seem to move apart. Some intermediate frames exhibit quite sharp edges. The filament between the two spheres gets slowly thin to finally disappears.

7 Conclusions and future work

We have presented a new model for animating a deformable surface with physical properties. A discrete implicit formulation, capable of dealing with arbitrary topological change, is updated according to a motion strategy. Several properties can be simulated such as tracking a given shape, surface tension, or volume preservation. An iso-surface of the discrete field is then polygonized and displayed. In this way, the surface evolves under control of the discrete potential, maintaining the implicit formulation. By restricting computations to a close neighborhood of the current surface, we obtain a rapid and robust way to model evolving implicit surfaces with variable complexity.

Work in progress includes the definition of an adaptive particle system, which refines or simplifies itself according to local deformation. With such an adaptive model, the surface described above would be an appropriate feature that adds both surface tension to the simulation and smooth visualization despite the ever-changing granularity of the internal model.
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Figure 5: Morphing between two objects of same topology.

Figure 6: Morphing between two objects of different topologies.


